Blues
1. Tim Richards
   Barrelhouse Blues
2. John Myers
   Walking Blues
3. Dizzy Gillespie, arr. Pete Churchill
   Birks Works
4. Charles Beale
   Blues for Tom
5. Julian Joseph
   All'farthing Blues

Standards
1. Billy Taylor, arr. Liam Noble
   I wish I knew how it would feel to be free
2. Bart Howard, arr. Pete Churchill
   Fly me to the Moon (In other words)
3. Charles Lloyd, arr. Will Michael
   Sombrero Sam
   A Smooth One
5. Moises Simons, arr. Roland Perrin
   The Peanut Vendor (El Manisero)

Contemporary Jazz
1. Huw Warren
   Swing Fun
2. Michael Garrick
   Neat Feet
3. Terry Seabrook
   Spanish Sketch
4. Nikki Iles
   Sails
5. Roland Perrin
   Saturday

A CD for Grade 3 is available containing recordings of all the pieces for the grade, together with examples of aural tests, quick studies and scales. Three of the pieces, 'Birks Works', 'I wish I knew how it would feel to be free' and 'Saturday', are also presented on the CD in 'minus one' versions, for you to play along with bass and drums.